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Theatre's 'Yasmina's Necklace': Review
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Story: Sam has a good job working in the financial sector, but he’s very careful about his situation. That’s because ‘Sam’ isn’t the name given to him by his Iraqi father Ali
and Puerto Rican mother Sara, who are both devout Muslims, unlike their more secular son, Abdul Sami. While Sam isn’t ashamed of his heritage, he believes that some
people would look at him differently if they knew his background.

He even married a Caucasian American woman, but that didn’t work out and now he’s divorced. As is the custom in the old country, Sam’s father consults with his local
cleric, Imam Rafi, to find a suitable mate for his son. Sara is skeptical to a point, knowing how Sam’s first marriage went south, but she also yearns for him to have a wife.

Imam Rafi arranges a meeting for Ali, Sara and Sam with a widowed Iraqi immigrant named Musa and his daughter, Yasmina. Musa is a learned man who had been a dentist
in his native land but now makes a living as a taxi driver in America. Yasmina is fiercely independent with her own strong views and bristles at the notion of this thinly veiled
‘set-up,’ but agrees to do so for her father’s sake.

After some awkward small talk among the imam and their parents, Sam and Yasmina are left alone in her living room. Sam notices a series of paintings that he admires and
learns that Yasmina is the artist. He also observes a necklace she wears, but she is elusive when he asks her about it. For her part, Yasmina is annoyed that Sam has
changed his name to escape his heritage.

When Sam tells Yasmina he’ll get her the name of an attorney who might help her with incorporating a not-for-profit organization for which she volunteers, it gives him an
excuse to see her again and try to get their relationship moving in a better direction. Yasmina eventually finds that she is attracted to Sam, but she harbors a troublesome
secret from her past that haunts any elusive happiness. Can Yasmina and Sam find a future together?

Highlights: A luminescent performance by Parvuna Sulaiman in the title role propels this socially relevant if predictable tale by playwright Rohina Malik. Mustard Seed
Theatre’s production follows on the heels of the play’s sold-out and extended world premiere last year in Chicago.

Other Info: Mustard Seed’s web site states that the troupe’s mission and vision are “committed to high-quality productions exploring issues of faith and social justice and
creating a safe arena for civil dialogue on difficult issues.” For 10 years, no company in the St. Louis area, and perhaps in the entire country, has more consistently
championed the causes of sundry and diverse cultures as effectively as artistic director Deanna Jent and her colleagues.

As one would expect, the caliber of those presentations has ranged from so-so to superior. Yasmina’s Necklace falls somewhere in the middle of that spectrum, succeeding
more as a social awareness message than as highest-caliber literature. That’s primarily because often Yasmina’s Necklace looks and sounds like the pilot for an ABC-TV
sitcom that the network could run between Modern Family and The Real O’Neals.

The two-act play has been referred to as a romantic comedy and it’s easy to understand why. The first half is filled with an abundance of hearty laughs, as the loving but
overbearing parents of Sam and Yasmina sound like many other American families portrayed on TV. They are exactly that, of course, as American as anyone else in this
nation built by immigrants, a point made subtly by Malik.

There’s a much darker side to the script, however, in the secret behind the jewelry in the play’s title. So much so that’s it’s difficult to accurately give an easily defined
definition to the scope of Malik’s script. Her dialogue ranges from the corny and predictable to the serious and harrowing, but never is devoid of hope and optimism even in
the most perilous of scenes, a strength that serves Yasmina’s Necklace well.
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Kyra Bishop’s well-conceived set design delineates key differences in the homes of the two families. The living room of Ali and Sara at stage left is filled with sleek, modern
furniture and a distinctly middle-class look, while Musa’s abode adjoining it at stage right is more modestly decorated. The latter is highlighted by several stark, troubling
paintings that hearken to Yasmina’s nightmares.

Zoe Sullivan’s sound design alludes to the characters’ rich Middle Eastern heritage, and Jane Sullivan’s costumes emphasize the women’s modest attire respectful of their
Islamic faith while the men sport a more casual look. Michael Sullivan’s lighting is most effective accentuating Yasmina’s memory scenes, while Meg Brinkley’s props
complement Bishop’s design.

Jent keeps the presentation moving at a well-modulated pace, although Malik’s script can veer into melodrama at times. There’s an additional problem with some of the
casting. Chuck Winning as Ali, e.g., looks nowhere near old enough to be playing the father of Adam Flores’ character Sam.

The strength in Mustard Seed’s interpretation is Sulaiman’s powerful and affecting performance in the title role. She delivers her comic lines with a dry, amusing touch. She
truly shines, however, in more dramatic scenes with Flores and with Ethan Joel Isaac as Amir, Yasmina's childhood friend who became a physician committed to helping his
people. Sulaiman must carry the burden of the play’s integral moments and she does so with convincing ballast.

Flores is a steady complement to Sulaiman’s perceptive Yasmina as the laid-back Sam. He moves assuredly from the sillier comic scenes with Sam’s parents to the more
sophisticated dialogue with Yasmina, while sharing an easy chemistry with Sulaiman.

The supporting cast delivers fine performances by Amro Salama as the well-meaning Musa, and Winning and Maritza Motta Gonzalez as Sam’s loving albeit meddling
parents Ali and Sara. Jamie Zayas is amusing as the matchmaking Imam Rafi and Isaac does well as the dutiful Amir in flashback scenes with Yasmina in their war-torn
nation.

Yasmina’s Necklace may try to do too much within the two acts and two hours of its script. It offers, though, an important reminder in these troubled times of how similar all
people truly are in their hearts.

Play: Yasmina’s Necklace

Company: Mustard Seed Theatre

Venue: Fontbonne Fine Arts Theatre, Big Bend at Wydown

Dates: February 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12

Tickets: $30-$35 (or Pay with a Can/Pay What You Can on Thursdays); contact www.mustardseedtheatre.com or 719-8060

Rating: A 4 on a scale of 1-to-5.
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